
“Manifesto”s1: “a remix”2 “genre”3, like the world they refer to.  
“Ism”4, “schism”5, “fanaticism”6 – human play and plague, 
empires of excitement, meaningless meaning machines 
proclaiming convictions and “disgust”7, in rapid succession.

[EXCLAMATION]

“We reject”8! “We denounce”9! “We despise”10! “We are against”11! 
“With disgust we shove aside”12! “We spit on”13! “We” “joyously” 
“piss on”14! “We combat and ridicule”15! “We poison”16!  
“We explode”17! “We liberate”18! “We excite”19! “We know”20!  
“We warn”21! “We advance”22! “We declare”23! “We exclaim”24!  
“We demand”25! “We want”26! “We believe”27!

“Enough of”28! “Purge the world of”29! “Long live”30! “Down with”31! 
What?

[FRUSTRATION]32

“Sitting” through “mosqu”ito-“studded” “hours” 
with “feverishly” “beating” “electric heart”s, “in forward position” –
“watched” by “floundering” “spectres” and “hostile stars”,  
we set “ablaze” the “boundaries of logic” 
in “a furious gust of madness”, “chase” “after Death”, 
and find “nothing at all worth dying for”.

“Dilapidated” “corpses”, “free”d from the “graveyards”, 
“become food for” “stupid uncertainty”, “sing”
1. of “delirious fervour”
2. of “rebellion”s and “revolution”s
3. of “calvaries of crucified dreams”.

“Violent” “moons” “hang” above “the horizon” 
looking for “hearts” that can be “excited”.  
“Inflammatory” “outbursts of creation”  
“emerge fatally exhausted”.

From “the roof of the world”  
“decaying” “pleasure”s “rain” “incessant”ly  
“upon” “frustrated” “crowd”s.

[ACCUMULATION]

Hallucinatory promises play all day in no Garden of Eden,  
and from “neither Paradise, nor the end of history”33  
“Lenin with a grin”34 et al. offer  
“other misfortunes (and other”35 joys),  
“that’s all”36.

“Compulsive”37 “combustion”38 feeds “tangible miracles”39,  
“encircl”ing40 in “radiant splendour”41  
“the coexistence of surplus and starvation”42.

“Obsolescence is already”43 “built in”44.

“Eyes that do not see”45 “a great era”46 instead see  
“dirt”47, “fever”48, “sweat”49, “troubled conceptions”50, “trash”51, 
“garbage”52, “waste”53 “pile up”54 “to the sky”55.

Our collective output “melt”56s “into air”57 and stains the ground, 
“wash”58es “ashore”59 in our dreams “and turn”60s “to muck”61. 

(
Utopia, the nonexistent island, is finally being built, in the Pacific, 
off the coast of California – like most constructions of the  
future in an indirect way, through unintended accumulation, from 
the debris of the surrounding world. But isn’t that exactly what 
utopia has always been about?
)

Amidst contaminated landscapes, covered with tenacious traces 
and endless claims and ideologies, with hopes, dreams, fears and 
stories, with waste, waste, waste, architecture – like all art and all 
life – is “dirty work”62.

[DIRTY WORK]

Instead of adding new promises and toxins, wouldn’t it make 
sense to figure out what to do with all those that are already 
here and that won’t just go away?

Rather than starting from scratch, dirty work attends to accumu-
lated pasts and attempted and aborted futures. It grapples with 
the leftovers, fragments, debris of things, ideologies and lives, 
with the facts and fictions that haunt every spot on Earth, with 
the many ghosts that abound and demand engagement.

Dirty work is concerned with whispering phantoms.

Dirty work is carried out in and on wastelands, the territories of 
our time.

Dirty work acknowledges that all images and constructions are 
inevitably contaminated. It is – in the language of -isms –  
engaged with the im“purism”63, contaminism, toxicism of matter 
and ideas.

Dirty work is yet another type of bricolage, a remix art, a kind of 
dumping ground magic. It requires painting, sculpting, building, 
thinking with degraded, second-rate (or rather third-, fourth-  
or nth-rate) material.

Dirty work is “a searching” “process”64 that consists of care- 
ful observations (uncovering, tracing, experiencing), interpre-
tations (putting in relation to each other, ordering, collaging, 
montaging) and transformations (intervening, realizing, rewriting, 
transforming).

Dirty work tries to find the “shadow”65s of “fairyland”66 in “the 
rough texture”67s “of life”68, to uncover “strata of”69 “imagina-
tion”70 beneath “ruins of facts”71, and aims to build “a world of 
beauty”72 “from the”73 wastelands “between dream and reality, 
between longing for the stars and everyday labour”74.

Dirty work necessitates both rationality and emotion, “waking”75 
and “dream”76ing.

Dirty work knows that we “will endure less than”77 most of the 
“things”78 we fabricate.

Dirty work “builds up and deteriorates”79.

Dirty work demands pessimistic optimism.

Dirty work is “not afraid to fail”80.

Dirty work is an accumulation of “footsteps”81.

Dirty work is an attempt to make sense of history, to pick up and 
turn around and transform its “splinters”82, piece by piece.

Dirty work is not “imprisoned”83 “by”84 “novelty”85.

Dirty work cultivates “a discipline of memory”86 in a “reality of”87 
“neglected associations”88.

Dirty work “exploit”89s “the glories of”90 “corroded”91 “time”92.

Dirty work constructs “melod”93ies “against the darkening sky”94.

Dirty work adheres to a “realism of the Earth”95.

Dirty work may cause “headaches, allergies”96.

In dirty work “the roaches come and go”97.

Dirty work spills like “ice-cream” “dropped on concrete”98.

Dirty work offers no “true liberation”99.

Despite “the many misfortunes to which we are heir”100,  
“humour”101 is important – for “hell”102 “knows no smile”103.  
“One must imagine” the dirty worker “happy”104. 
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